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Silent ETH Miner Builder: malware analysis 

 

An ETH Miner threat permits to a threat actor to exploit system resources (CPU and GPU) of the 

compromised machine to generate Ethereum cryptovalues (“mining” in technical terms) and connect 

to the contacted pool to collaborate with the other miners in order to find a block of the blockchain. 

Mining activities could lead to elevated power consumptions and some hardware components wear 

because they are involved to recurring stress. 

 

In this analysis it has been taken into consideration the builder of a Silent ETH Miner sample, which 

performs mining operations and it does “process masking” techniques by pointing to terminate some 

specific processes which, as we will see next, are related to Process Explorer, Process Hacker, Task 

Manager and Performance Monitor (to render more difficult the research of the issue of CPU spikes 

problem that is generated by the execution of the threat). 

The analyzed executable has been compiled in VB .NET, in fact it is possible to see that the only 

performed import is mscoree.dll 
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To maintain efficiency and speed during the mining execution a BackgroundWorker object is created 

in a concurrent context. 
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From the extracted strings is possible to see how the threat has the ability to terminate the processes 

of Windows Defender to perform AV evasion. 
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The Silent ETH Miner builder has associations related to two URLs, referred to a GitHub page and to 

a thread of Hackforums[.]net: 
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The analyzed executable is a “builder” that contains references to payload output and compilation 

of external assemblies: 
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There are numerous references to encryption, in particular to asymmetric encryption algorithms and 

RijndaelManaged because, as we will see further, some configuration strings are encrypted. 
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The fact that is called the function CompileAssemblyFromSource is fundamental and physiological, 

which effectively performs a compilation of an external assembly by taking in input as parameters a 

strings matrix which is related to the source code of the executable: 
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The builder requests the insertion of some attributes, like pool’s username and victim user’s 

password: 
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Following are the details related to anti-debugging techniques deductible from the strings of the PE. 

In particular, the DebuggerDisplayAttribute class sets how a class or a field is shown in the variables 

of the debugger. 

 

 

 

The builder gives also the possibility to create and customize a remote configuration for the Miner, 

which is compiled: 
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Here are some interesting details in the strings of the analyzed executable. In particular it is present 

the function RunExternalProgram (also in this case associated to the dropping of the real miner 

threat) and the self-explaining function get_Ethereum, related to the scope of the threat (mining). 
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The builder in question executes a PowerShell command to add an exception of the threat in the 

detection engine of Windows Defender, through the expression “Add-MpPreference – 

ExclusionPath” as follows: 
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From some extractable’s string of the builder it is possible to highlight some conditions related to 

GPU, this is because the miners use elevated quantity of resources and, for this reason, the values of 

the GPU could be very high: 

 

It is possible to see how the threat checks if the current WindowsIdentity object, which is related to 

the current machine user, is effectively Administrator. 

 

It is curious to observe the debugging references are associated to “Lime Miner”, which effectively 

seems to have a very similar structure: 
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Following are further details related to the Portable Executable structure of the Silent ETH Miner 

builder, from which we can see the compilation timestamp, which is 9 October, 2021. 
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In the details of the manifest file of the builder it is possible to see how administrative execution 

permissions are required: 

 

 

 

Here several details of suspicious builder indicators. Notice how the executable's behaviour related 

to privilege executions, Lime Miner debugging symbols references, encryption functions, obfuscation 

and base64 encoding were highlighted. 
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Note that the .text section has an high value of entropy, set infact to 7.956: 
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Here are the details related to the .text section header, in which we can see the “PE” pattern (related 

to the hexadecimal 50 45). 
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From the flags found on the analyzed PE it is possible to see the .NET compilation and, in the specific 

case, the “IL Only” attribute, associated to the Intermediate Language of .NET. 
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Furthermore, verifying the other extracted strings from the builder, it possible to see the ability to 

set the information of the Chrome and VLC processes, probably with the scope to insert the details 

of the respective assemblies (to perform process masking) in the process of mining. It is present the 

execution of the schtasks command to create a scheduled task with high privileges through the 

parameters “/rl highest”. To kill the processes taskkill commands are executed. 

 

 

 

It is possible to observe that, in some extracted strings, there are queries executed through a 

ManagementObjectSearcher object and, in particular, with SELECT queries. In the IF construct used 

for the killing of Windows Defender process some commands related to evasion operation are called; 

note how in the execution context of the function File.WriteAllBytes the AESMethod function is called 

to pass as input the output return value of this function. 
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Here are some details extracted from the source code of the builder, where is possible to highlight 

some performed queries, through the variable rarg6 which represents a ManagementObjectSearcher 

object, used to extract details from Win32_VideoController. Next a check is executed with the variable 

rarg7 to identify if there is an NVIDIA or AMD videocard: 
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Here are some details of the strings associated to the builder interface which specify the needed 

administrative rights and the parameters to perform the mining operation: 

 

 

In some labels of the analyzed builder, there are details related to “kill targets” for the operations of 

process killing and the activation of nicehash mining tasks. 

It’s possible to see, furthermore, the evidence of a checkbox for the management of the remote 

configuration. 
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Following are the details of the source code of the static method MinerCompiler, which takes in input 

and parameters of the filepath, the source code, the resources, the icon. In the execution context of 

the method in question is possible to see how the compilation is performed in 64 bit. Furthermore, 

the DLL libraries are added in ReferencedAssemblies needed for the executions, for instance of 

System.IO.Compression.dll. 

 

 

 

The attributes used for the builder configuration (for example #REGKEY) are referred to the correct 

values for the execution. In this specific case, the variable #REGKEY references to the registry key 

Software\\Microsoft\\Windows\\CurrentVersion\\Run. This permits to the threat to insert it in 

autostart with Windows and perform persistence. Note that the attributes are also encrypted: 
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Following, instead, the details of the creation of the BackgroundWorker to do multithreading and 

concurrential execution. 
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In the IF construct the boolean value “Checked” of the Remote Config checkbox is checked, in the 

case it is true it is effectively passed the configuration in encrypted form through the .Text attribute 

of the FA.txtRemoteConfig variable. 
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After the compilation of the “temporary” payload file of the operation it is deleted with the function 

File.Delete. 

 

 

Here are the details of the AES_Encryptor method, which gives as output the return of an array of 

bytes, in particular the value memoryStream.ToArray(); this method performs the encryption phase 

with the methodology AES RijndaelManaged, note that the attribute KeySize is set to 256. 
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The Randomi method is a string method because it returns the output of a custom encryption 

function of the builder, which uses a StringBuilder object that modifies the string gave in input 

through the random index in the for loop: 

 

 

 

 

Here are the details of the event handler associated to the button called btn_assemblyRandom_Click. 

It is important to specify that a random number is generated with the instruction rand.Next(4) and 

a switch construct is performed based on the random value to set the information of the output 

assembly. 
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We did some tests of the builder (following, the settings used in input to the builder tool) to view 

how effectively the executed final payload is and, more importantly, to perform an execution tracing 

of the process in question: 
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During the tests we set the settings of Idle Mining, Stealth and Mine ETC to ON. The start of the 

process injection is the explorer.exe process: 

 

 

It has been enabled the option to be executed as Administrator. 
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Following, instead, the details of the builder debugger that shows the positive verdict of the 

compilation of the threat payload. 

 

Gathering some process tracing evidence of the Miner.exe process (named thus in the testing phase), 

it is possible to observe how there were accesses to registry keys relating to the Windows service 

'bam', or Background Activity Moderator, which manages and controls applications that run in the 

background. Furthermore, the executable accesses the filesystem setting LongPathsEnabled, which 

manages the maximum length of file paths:  
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By observing the use of the CPU during the execution attempts is possible to see CPU spikes on 

explorer.exe (used as injector input): 
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During the two “snapshots” execution is possible to observe that initially the CPU cycles were 

14.146.562, while next were 62.140.390 
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IOCs: 

• 37A7697A061A29DE38304A117B7540B438C2CE004D793B104AEC173802D42829 

• Hackforums[.]net 

 

YARA rule example: 

 

rule SilentETHMinerBuilder 

{  strings: 

 $minerString = "MinerOK" 

$setMaxGPU = “set_txtMaxGPU” 

$silentMiner = “SilentETHMiner” 

$isMinerString = “IsMiner” 

$getEthMiner = “get_ethminer” 

$limeMinerString = “Lime” 

$hexETHBuilder = {f7 02 51 71 49 59 69 79 35 65 2d 3d 11 31 09 29 39 19 25 4d 55 5d 43 45} 

condition: any of them 

} 
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CONCLUSIONS: 

 

What is surprising from the analysis in question is the simplicity of how a builder of this type can be 

used to compile and generate output payloads capable of performing malicious activities and mining 

towards the Ethereum pool, pointed at and set within the settings.  

  

The builder is open source on a GitHub repository and does NOT appear to possess code obfuscation 

or packing attributes (other than a high entropy value of the .text section). Therefore, given such 

evidence, it is potentially possible for an attacker to modify and customise the builder's source code 

and then compile and extract the final payload, which could at this point possess new malicious and 

far more dangerous peculiarities. The builder could, for instance, incorporate into the miner other 

functionalities capable of compromising the integrity, confidentiality and availability of data stored 

on a host: the infected machine, in addition to mining cryptocurrencies, could then be used, for 

instance, to exfiltrate data or to become part of a botnet capable of launching Denial of Service (DoS) 

or Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks.  

  

Unfortunately, this type of scenario is not uncommon: often, some Threat Actors perform forking 

and editing actions on other open-source projects to start from a source code base and then 

implement increasingly invasive and efficient malicious functions.  
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